TEMPLE BAR GALLERY+STUDIOS
SUMMER SCHOOL

!GRAND OPENING! with Liliane Puthod

It is quite challenging to imagine ourselves in 200 years from today, but let’s
pretend and take a walk around Temple Bar/your neighbourhood . If you are
at home you can do this virtually through the links in this worksheet or maybe
imagine in a place close to home! Bring a colour viewer from the gallery or
experiment with different sunglasses at home to see the world through a
different lens and hopefully transpose yourself in the future…year 2221…
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Starting from Temple Bar Gallery+Studios, you will be the one to decide where you would
like to stop by following the

𐂷

yellow symbols placed on the map. Those symbols are

suggested places that could inspire you to create a poster for a Grand Opening in year
2221. During this tour, you can use your notepad to make sketches and write down ideas
about what could be opening in 200 years in Temple Bar area. What kind of extraordinary
things or places we would you like to see as we walk around? Something surreal…never
seen before? Maybe in 2221 Temple Bar will be submerged with buildings afloat, maybe
we will build higher or lower, under or above with new materials and new purposes! What
would you like to see or do in Temple Bar/your area in the future?

〠
As a way to create an imaginary futuristic cityscape we will have to
deconstruct our way of thinking about things, colours, shapes, letters,
words, materials, textures and try to reinvent a way to communicate
information visually. For this we need to observe and look around us
to find details of architecture, signage, textures, colours, shapes that
we can appropriate and transform to create our poster.

⌳
You can be inspired by the poster templates included in this pack, yet it is just a
guide, so please feel free to create your own one to be displayed on the walls of
TBG+S.

Map of Temple Bar district with street view links
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Cow’s Lane: street view here
Look up in the sky…could you imagine what street lights would look like in 200 years? Would they
be floating in the sky? what shape and colour could they take?

⟓

Corner of Parliament St. & Essex St.: street view here
Can you spot any street signs? Any symbols, colours, shapes that catch your eye? How do you
think street signage will look like in the future? Would there even be signs?
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Sycamore St.: street view here
What will be happening underground in 2221…? Would there be passages below Temple Bar? Can
you imagine textures and patterns that we could find underground?

⎖

Crow St.: street view here
Find shop front / signs / typographies that inspire you. Do you think we will still be using our daily
alphabet in 2221? How else do you think we will communicate with each other? Will we use special
glasses to walk around and be informed in another way?

⏍

Temple Bar Square: street view here
Could we imagine trees having a diﬀerent colour in 200 years? Will nature take over Temple Bar
district?

䷓
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Temple Bar Gallery + Studios: street view here
What do you think Temple Bar Gallery + Studios would look like in 2221?

Ha Penny Bridge: street view here
The river Liﬀey overflowed over night…how will people navigate around Temple Bar? How water
would aﬀect traﬃc in the area?

++++ : Try and spot the Grand Opening! posters disseminated in the area!

Satellite's view of Temple Bar Square

Human's view of Cow’s Lane

POSTER TEMPLATES - USING MARKER ON PAPER

POSTER TEMPLATES - DIGITALLY DRAWN
those posters were drawn with my finger on a tablet using a free drawing application

HOW TO CREATE YOUR GRAND OPENING POSTER
for TBG+S Summer School
Remember, we are creating a poster for the future… for year 2221 so there’s no rules, just experiment!

- Choose a size for your poster (standard size from A4, A3 etc. or cut a random shape
out of paper)

- Make sure you have all the drawing material you need to make your poster: markers,
pencils, paint etc. For this activity I have used only markers but feel free to experiment
further.

- Look through your notes in relation to what kind of opening you would like to see
happen in 2221. There’s no rules: it’s the future, but maybe it helps to think about what
exists already in the city / area of Temple Bar district to inspire your thematic.

- When creating a poster there is usually important information we need to write down:
the type of event (here it is Grand Opening), the name of the venue or what is opening,
a place/address (here it is Temple Bar, but we could specify if it is happening in the sky,
on the ground, underground, underwater etc.), a date (2221 + month + time etc.)

- Another important graphic element is colour. You can decide to make a colourful
poster or tone down the contrast and use only one colour to create a monochromatic
image.

- It is essential to give attention to the way you write the information by using words or
images or both together. Again there is no rules and the more you experiment the
better. Try and deconstruct the way you think about words, letters, spacing, layout,
thickness of the letters, orientation of each letters. The poster doesn’t have to be
legible as long as it makes sense to you!

- Create patterns to ornament your poster or replace letters by symbols to create a
futuristic language! Imagine in 2221… how will we communicate? Think about QR
codes today…

- It is a challenging task to think 200 years ahead, so create as many posters as you
need to express your Grand Opening!

- If you would like to explore digital drawings, there are many free drawing apps that
can be found online. Once finished, spread the word about your Grand Opening, send
us your poster to hang at Temple Bar Gallery + Studios or post on our social media.
Email your poster to info@templebargallery.com, or tag @templebargalleryandstudios
on Instagram.

